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Volunteer Royce Reed with JPMorgan Chase works
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(see “Taking the Lead on Lead,” p. 44).
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New siding installed on Mr. and Mrs. C’s home.
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(upper left) Skilled volunteers from All Souls Unitarian Church. (bottom left) Volunteer from Honeywell builds wall
where one did not exist. (right) Skilled volunteer from MPW Engineering repairs exterior siding.
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Planning to Save Resources
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Strong Partnerships Increase Impact
RTT’s green housing efforts are supported by a
range of partnerships that have made the program a true success, and have enabled RTT to
incorporate green-housing principles into more
of its work. The organization recently signed
a two-year contract with American Electric
Power-Public Service Company of Oklahoma

>> For more information:
Contact the author at awalz@rebuilding
together.org.
To learn more about Rebuilding Together
and find an affiliate near you, please visit
www.rebuildingtogether.org or call
(800)473-4229.

efficiency program to help more homeowners
live in safe and healthy homes.
—Amanda Walz
Amanda Walz is the program manager for Green
Housing and Government Relations at Rebuilding
Together’s national headquarters in Washington, D.C.
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